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Languages - Italian Marie Petersen & Nadia Di Vincenzo

Forza  Forza

This Term Grade 3 and 4 Italian students will become scientists as they will be completing a
unit of Science work in Italian. This method of teaching is called CLIL (Content and Language
Integrated Learning) and it involves the learning of a non-language subject in a foreign
language, where all the teaching is done in the foreign language.

We will be teaching through the CLIL approach a Science - Italian unit based on the Physical
Sciences program in the Victorian Curriculum. The unit is called Force and Movement. It is a ten
week program .

The main aim of this Unit is for students to understand that forces can be extended by one
object on another through direct contact or from a distance. They will be doing all their
learning in this unit in Italian!

The teaching of new content in a different language has many positives, such as an increased
language competence in students; the development of a more varied range of skills; an increase
in cognitive awareness, as well as greater confidence felt by students in their use of the
foreign language.

It would be wonderful if you could engage in conversations with your children about their
learning during this unit, and any anecdotal feedback would be greatly appreciated, as it would
form part of an evaluation of the unit.

Vocabulary List for Science Unit on Forces in Italian

down giu’ friction frizione magnetic magnetico

up su slope inclino pole polo



opposite opposto air aria fast veloce

attract attrarre wind vento slow lento

attraction attrazione gravity gravita` pulling tirare/tira

force forza resistance resistenza pushing Spingere/
spinge

magnet magnete energy energia magnetism magnetismo

Languages - Greek: Stephanie Menikou
This term will be learning about Ancient Greece. We will be learning about the

daily life, clothing, leisure and beliefs of the ancient Greeks. Students will also be

learning about Mount Olympus and the Twelve Gods. We will further our

knowledge and understanding of Ancient Greece by learning about famous Greek

philosophers and famous ancient Greek inventions.

Students will be required to complete a range of oral language activities. Students

will continue to further develop their Greek speaking and writing skills by

completing a newspaper report on a famous Greek philosopher and a role play.

Physical Education: Chris Harvey & Hannah McKenzie
This term, students will be practising a variety of motor skills and a range of more

complex skills in partner and small group activities. These will include throwing,

catching, dribbling, running, dodging, passing, shooting, handballing, punting and

kicking. Students will have the opportunity to practise these skills in games of

netball, AFL and soccer. Students will work on developing coordination when

shooting, passing, punting and handballing. There will be an emphasis on working

cooperatively in a team, safety, game rules and strategy to enhance team

performance such as thinking strategically when attacking and defending.



Students will be working on correct running techniques and participating in the

Beep Test and Cross Country Running. Students who qualify for the Coburg

District Cross Country Trials will have the opportunity to attend on Wednesday

19th May.

Each lesson will include a range of engaging fitness challenges designed to develop

mobility and fitness. Lessons are inclusive, fun and safe in order to encourage life

long participation and enjoyment of physical activity. Students will also begin to

identify links between physical activity and health. Water bottles, P.E uniform and

appropriate footwear are required during sport lessons.

Performing Arts: Merinda Meta
In Term 2, we will be covering our focus area of Dance in Performing Arts. Grade

3/4 students will be choosing to work in groups or independently to choreograph

their own dance to a song of their choice. This will be completely student-centred

and directed. Throughout the choreography process, students will be required to

create multiple dance sequences and use other various choreographic devices such

as repetition, variation and contrast. The dances will be performed in class

mid-term, which will give students a valuable performance experience. Towards

the end of term our focus on Music will return where we will vocally and

instrumentally, learn and play a class song.

Visual Arts: Joan McGregor & Georgia Kyrkilis

This term begins with our long awaited cartooning workshop. TOONSCHOOL

sessions are designed to give students the skills to express themselves in new and

exciting ways using the art of cartooning. Jeff's unique approach to working with

students in a positive and fun manner creates an environment where students can

develop greater self-confidence.

Students will continue to draw inspiration from

the artworks of Gustav Klimt throughout term 2.

We will be looking specifically at his “Tree of

Life” and “Birch Forest” artworks. Students will

experiment with applying paint using different

tools to achieve various effects for their artwork.

They will identify colours seen in Klimt’s artwork



and work towards achieving some of these colours in

their own art piece.

Students will identify features in Klimt’s Tree of Life

painting. They will explore ways of expressing their

ideas using chenille stems and aluminium wire as the

main medium for their artwork. Students will build

skills in wire sculpture and learn techniques using

various tools to shape the wire and add

embellishments. They will experiment with ways of

making their 3 Dimensional sculpture stand securely.

Digital Technologies: Trist Jones

This term in DT the Grade 3/4 children will be exploring animation and stop

motion movie making. Building on the skills that they established during Digitech

in 2020 , they will focus on creating more complex animations with the Scratch

web resource from MIT. This will combine with a look at tips, tricks and methods

for creating quick animations using Google Slides. Later in the term students will

use the iMotion application to build short stop motion films involving mundane

objects.
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